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Abstract
In this note the open string orbifold partition function is analyzed carefully
in a way to reveal the group-theoretical aspects. For the simple cases of
ADE orbifolds with regular Chan-Paton action a prescription for consistent
boundary states is given. In the process of outlining how they encode McKay
correspondence, we argue that this results from a non-trivial conspiracy of
numerical factors in the string amplitudes.
1 Introduction and summary
Boundary states encode information about the D-brane open string spectrum and
open-closed string interactions. Being formulated in a closed string language, they
are expected to be most powerful when trying to extend operations on a closed
string theory to the open string sector in a consistent way. Orbifold theories nicely
illustrate this fact, e.g. the orbifold of type II by (−)Fs to type 0, where in the
closed string sector space-time fermions are projected out and only diagonally GSO-
projected NS-NS and R-R sectors are kept. After orbifolding the type II boundary
states, the number of consistent boundary states is doubled as prior to the orbifold-
ing. The corresponding type 0 open string spectrum as predicted in Ref. [1] was
derived by this method [2] . Taking this as an example of a generic feature one may
wish to dispose of boundary states for the more familiar geometric orbifolds. This
was one reason that lead to the present work.
Another piece of motivation comes from geometry. D-branes in orbifold string
theories were first discussed in Ref. [3], where among other issues the spectrum of
open string states and open string interactions were derived. The beautiful interplay
between representation theory and the geometry of orbifold singularities is displayed
in the so called McKay correspondence. In the cited reference, the identity
RQ ⊗ RI = ⊕J CIJ RJ ; (1.1)
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was taken to basically encode this correspondence, at least for two-complex-di-
mensional orbifolds of ADE type. It decomposes for you the tensor product of the
two-dimensional defining representation and an arbitrary irrep of the orbifold group
into irreducible representations. The multiplicities CIJ are encoded in the adjacency
matrix of the corresponding extended Dynkin diagram. Briefly, Eq. (1.1) was used
in the open string picture : the combined orbifold action on the Chan-Paton fac-
tor and on the coordinates were used to find the open string massless states, and
hence, the group invariant D-brane configurations. By studying the open-closed and
open-open string interactions, in particular the scalar potential and the D-terms,
Ref. [4] pointed out in detail that these correspond to higher-dimensional branes
wrapping blow-up cycles. The resolution of the singularity essentially boils down
to the particular hyperka¨hler quotient construction of Kronheimer [5]. These were
subject of further study in Ref. [6] where they were called ’fractional D-branes’. A
physicist’s way of thinking about McKay correspondence may be through this corre-
spondence between blow-up cycles (geometry) and invariant D-brane configurations
(representation theory).
A natural question that comes up is : how much do closed strings, i.c. bound-
ary states, know about this surprising correspondence ? Below we try to point out
how consistent boundary states can be guessed largely from representation theory,
with some additional input from stringy considerations. To point out a peculiar
conspiracy between string theory and representation theory, we put some emphasis
first on the general structure of open string orbifold amplitudes in Section 2. In the
next section we make the actual argument. Along the way, an explicit correspon-
dence between a closed string trace and an open string index as counting fermions
is established. The original idea was first raised in Ref. [7], the heuristic argument
going as follows. Fractional D-branes wrapping the blow-up cycles intersect along
so-called I-branes [8]. The intersection number of cycles is a topological invariant,
i.e. invariant under continuous deformations. Deformed cycles may have additional
pairs of intersection points, but these have no net contribution to the intersection
number. This comes fairly close to the physical picture of counting chiral (hence
massless) fermions. Adding a chiral-anti-chiral pair does not alter the net chiral
fermion number.
As a by-product of illustrative intentions, we find a prescription for consistent
non-abelian orbifold boundary states. For the IDN series, this is argued in detail
with the result that a class of consistent boundary states takes the schematic form
(see the body text for more details)
|I〉〉 = N0√
|Γ|

|e〉+∑
g 6=e
|[g]| cgχI(g)|g〉

 ; (1.2)
with coefficients encoding the geometry and representation theory : the χI are
characters of Γ, whereas −c2g are eigenvalues of the extended Cartan matrix, i.e. the
intersection matrix of blow-up cycles. This in turn provides a new interpretation
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of these coefficients. Hitherto, the c2g have been interpreted in terms of Lefshetz
numbers [10], counting the number of g fixed points that would be obtained after
toroidal compactification. Our interpretation is local, as it refers only to the local
resolution of the singularity. It would be interesting to see, however, how much of
this interpretation survives generalization to higher dimensions.
From the arguments below it should follow in an obvious way that the prescrip-
tion also works for the three exceptional groups, although no explicit checks were
performed.
The question as how to generalize to higher dimensional orbifolds is natural,
but unfortunately, the answer is not. However, we hope that parts of the presented
results may add to the insight of how strings actually resolve classically singular
spaces.
2 The structure of open string orbifold ampli-
tudes
Consider first the case of the familiar abelian orbifolds, say Γ = N with a geo-
metrical action on Cd. This action is combined with an action on the Chan-Paton
factor, which we may take to be the regular one. It is a well-known fact that the
regular representation Rreg = ⊕IdI RI , that is, it contains every dI-dimensional
irreducible representation RI exactly dI times. The group characters implement the
action on the Chan-Paton factor most conveniently, and the Γ-projected one-loop
partition function is
TrIJ(
1
Γ
∑
g
gˆe−2tHo) =
dI dJ
Γ
∑
g
χ¯I(g)χJ(g)trα(ge
−2tHo) ; (2.3)
for unitary representations. Indices I, J label the dI × dJ blocks in the Chan-
Paton matrix . The factor dI dJ in the r.h.s. implements the multiplicities in the
decomposition of the regular representation. Further, trα is a trace in the Fock
space of open string oscillator states. The Γ action in this space is twofold : a
group element rotates the oscillators along the orbifold directions but may also
affect the ground state. We may represent the geometrical action of g on the string
fields by commuting diagonal SU(d) rotations,
Z i → ωqiZ i , i = 1 . . . d ;ω = e 2piiN ; (2.4)
where Z i = Z i + θψi a worldsheet superfield. Being a scalar the NS-sector ground
state remains inert under the rotations, while the action of g on the R-spinor ground
state is [
d∏
i=1
(
cos
piqi
N
)
+ (traceless)
]
|0〉R ; (2.5)
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In the Fock space trace a factor 16 combines with the products of cosines. This
numerical value is the number of non-GSO projected on-shell spinor states in the
Ramond sector, multiplied by a weight from the spinor rotation. This number was
interpreted in Ref. [10] as implementing the true action of g, where this should only
be understood as an ”effective” action, i.e. inside a spinor trace.
The structure in Eq. (2.5) is motivated by decomposing the spinor in tensor
products of two-dimensional spinors. E.g. when a single complex coordinate gets
multiplied by a phase e2piiq/N , the corresponding two-dimensional spinor is acted
upon by exp(piiq/Nσ3) yielding the stated result.
As will become clearer soon, it may be instructive to consider the detailed struc-
ture of the Fock space traces in some detail. For the remainder of this paper we
have chosen to adopt the conventions of Ref. [10].
For convenience, let us focus on the trNS part, temporarily suppressing the
trNS(−)F and trR contributions. The trace over the oscillators is easily seen to
yield
q−1/2
[∏∞
n=1(1 + q
n−1/2)∏∞
n=1(1− qn)
]8−2d d∏
i=1
[∏∞
n=1(1 + ziq
n−1/2)(1 + z¯iq
n−1/2)∏∞
n=1(1− ziqn)(1− z¯iqn)
]
; (2.6)
where zi = e
2piiνi, with νi = qi, and q = e
−2pit. Equivalently, this is rewritten in
terms of standard θ-functions
2d
d∏
i=1
sin piνi
[
θ3(0|it)
η(it)3
]4−d d∏
i=1
θ3(νi|it)
θ1(νi|it) . (2.7)
Similarly, for the other spin structures one finds
trNS(g(−)Fe−2tHo) = −2d
d∏
i=1
sin piνi
[
θ4(0|it)
η(it)3
]4−d d∏
i=1
θ4(νi|it)
θ1(νi|it) ; (2.8)
trR(ge
−2tHo) = 2d
d∏
i=1
sin piνi
[
θ2(0|it)
η(it)3
]4−d d∏
i=1
θ2(νi|it)
θ1(νi|it) . (2.9)
Notice that the cospiνi factors in the expansion of θ2(νi|it) correctly take into ac-
count the rotation of the spinor ground state by g. The factor 2d and the product of
sines are added such as to cancel θ1 factors that are spurious in the open string pic-
ture. Furthermore, the Ramond sector ground state degeneracy 24 and the rotation
cosine factors are correctly accounted for in the θ2.
For future reference, let us look at the open string massless level. Extracting
the massless q0 piece, we find
TrIJ,NS(
1
|Γ|
∑
g
gˆ
1 + (−)F
2
) =
dI dJ
|Γ|
[
8 +
∑
g 6=e
χ¯I(g)χJ(g)[(8− 2d) +
d∑
i=1
(zi + z¯i)]
]
;
(2.10)
TrIJ,R(
1
|Γ|
∑
g
gˆ
1 + (−)F
2
) =
16 dI dJ
2|Γ|
∑
g
χ¯I(g)χJ(g)[2d
d∏
i=1
cospiνi] ; (2.11)
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In the latter equation, the factor 16 is due to the spinor trace and the 2 in the
numerator is due to the GSO projection. The structures of these equations reflect
the different transformation properties of scalars and vectors resp. spinors under
spacetime rotations. A detailed account of the abelian orbifold can be found in Ref.
[10]. We have chosen to display only those features which are relevant for the study
of the non-abelian case, to which we turn next.
A simple example of a non-abelian orbifold is provided by taking d = 2,Γ = IDN .
This discrete subgroup of SU(2) is generated by 2 rotations a, b of orders 2N and
4 respectively. They satisfy the further relations aN b2 = e and bab−1 = a−1. The
conjugacy classes are
{e} ; {aN} ; {ak, a−k} ; {ba2m} ; {ba2m+1} ; (2.12)
where k = 1 . . .N −1 and l = 0 . . .N −1. Further, there are N −1 two-dimensional
irreps, in one-to-one correspondence with the two-element conjugacy classes, and
four one-dimensional irreducible representations. Finally, the defining representa-
tion is given by the SU(2) matrices
A =
(
ω 0
0 ω−1
)
; B =
(
0 i
i 0
)
; ω = e
pii
N ; (2.13)
Define now Z i = Z i + θψi and W i = W i + θλi, i = 1, 2, as worldsheet complex
superfields along the orbifold directions. The Z i are coordinates such that the
rotations Ak are diagonal. Likewise, in the W i coordinate basis, it are the BAk
that are diagonalized to iσ3, the latter being 4 rotations. The one-loop open
string amplitude is then decomposed accordingly. For brevity only displaying the
R part before GSO-projection, we find
TrIJ,R =
dI dJ
4 N
[ 2N−1∑
k=0
χ¯I(ak)χJ(ak)trR,Z(a
k)
+
N−1∑
k=0
χ¯I(ba2k)χJ(ba2k)trR,W(ba
2k)
+
N−1∑
k=0
χ¯I(ba2k+1) χJ(ba2k+1)trR,W(ba
2k+1)
]
. (2.14)
With the characters depending only on the conjugacy class [g] of the element g.
Eq. (2.14) and Eq. (2.9) yield1
dI dJ
4 N
(
θ2(0|it)
η3(it)
)2 [ (θ2(0|it)
η3(it)
)2
+ 4χ¯I(aN )χJ(aN) sin2
pi
2
(
θ2(
1
2
|it)
θ1(
1
2
|it)
)2
+
N−1∑
k=1
4|[ak]|χ¯I(ak)χJ(ak) sin2 pik
2N
(
θ2(
k
2N
|it)
θ1(
k
2N
|it)
)2
1Actually, the second term is zero, as θ2(1/2|it) vanishes.
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+4|[b]|χ¯I(b)χj(b) sin2 pi
4
(
θ2(
1
4
|it)
θ1(
1
4
|it)
)2
+4|[ba]|χ¯I(ba)χj(ba) sin2 pi
4
(
θ2(
1
4
|it)
θ1(
1
4
|it)
)2 ]
. (2.15)
Extract the massless part,
1
4N
[
8 +
N−1∑
k=1
4.2 χ¯I(ak)χJ(ak) cos2
pik
2N
+ 4.N χ¯I(b)χJ (b) cos2
pi
4
+ 4.N χ¯I(ba)χJ (ba) cos2
pi
4
]
; (2.16)
Gathering the massless parts of TrIJ,R in a matrix DIJ , it is found that its (I, J)
entries are the absolute values of the corresponding entries in the extended Cartan
matrix DˆN+2. This was to be expected from the discussion of Ref. [3] from which
it is seen to be a mere consequence of group representations and supersymmetry.
Also, this gives a detailed account of the connection between the Ramond sector
traces DIJ and an intersection matrix DˆN+2 as an index, as alluded to in Ref. [7].
3 Boundary states
It is now rather obvious how to construct the boundary states that reproduce this
open string spectrum. Write the desired boundary states schematically
|I〉〉 = No√
2|Γ|
[
(|+〉NS − |−〉NS) + 4i (|+〉R + |−〉R)
]
; (3.17)
|±〉NS/R = |e,±〉+NNS/R
∑
g 6=e
cg χ
I(g) |g,±〉NS,R ; (3.18)
GSO invariance imposes consistency constraints. Considering only BPS Dbranes,
we borrow a result from the analysis in Ref. [9]. Thus the sign of NNS/R in
Eq. (3.18) is fixed to be +1. The overall normalization No is universal, and is
fixed by comparison of TrNS in the open string and the modular transformed sum
of untwisted NS〈e,±|e,±〉NS contributions. This program was carried out in Ref.
[10], and can be taken over here, and we do not repeat the calculation here. The
only difference is that this overall normalization constant found there has to be
multiplied by
√
dI dJ , as follows from Eq. (2.11).
To completely specify |I〉〉 we need only fix the coefficients {cg}. Of course, one
way to proceed is to do compute the closed string tree level exchange in each twist
sector and make it match with the corresponding projection sector in the open
string one loop amplitude. Ultimately, this yields consistent boundary states by
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construction. Instead however, the presentation below will turn this logic around
: we first try and guess the right answer, and only a posteriori do we verify the
claim by the above procedure. To make an educated guess, first observe that in
the abelian case of Γ = N with one generator g, say, these coefficients were found
to be [2] ck = 2 sin
pik
N
, where k denotes the power of the generator. In what sense
could these be interpreted such as to allow for easy generalization ? The basic
point here is that the columns of the character table χI(k) are eigenvectors of the
extended Cartan matrix of (AˆN−1)
I
J . The corresponding eigenvalues are c
2
k, where
k = 1 . . . N − 1 and zero for χI(e). Now this is the formulation that is suitable for
generalization to the non-abelian case.
For the IDN orbifold, pick the extended Cartan matrix of DN+2 :
(
DˆN+2
)I
J
=


−2 0 1 0 · · · 0
0 −2 1 0
1 1 −2 1
0 0 1 −2 1 0 ...
... 1 −2 1
1
. . .
1
1 −2 1 1
0 1 −2 0
0 · · · 0 1 0 −2


; (3.19)
One may check 2 that the character table of IDN still enjoys the property that its
columns are eigenvectors of
(
DˆN+2
)I
J
. Moreover, labelling them by the conjugacy
classes [g ], the spectrum of corresponding eigenvalues is found to be {−4 sin2 piq[g]},
where q[ak] =
k
2N
, with k = 0 . . . N , while q[b] = q[ba] =
1
4
. The zero eigenvalue
corresponds to the vector of characters evaluated on the neutral element. In view
of what follows, we denote the eigenvalues by −c2[g]. They can be arranged in a
diagonal matrix, with non-zero entries |[g]|c2[g] such that
− 1|IDN |
∑
[g]
|[g ]| c2[g] χ¯I([g]) χJ([g]) =
(
DˆN−2
)I
J
. (3.20)
Observe that the values of the characters evaluated on [e] drop out of this equation.
As an aside, it may be noticed that adding
4
|IDN |
∑
[g]
|[g]| χ¯I([g]) χJ(g) = 4 δIJ (3.21)
to both sides of Eq. (3.20) turns the sines on the left-hand side into cosines, or
equivalently, it shifts the −2’s on the diagonal of the Cartan matrix into +2 values.
2 The easiest way to do the job, is by tracing Eq. (1.1), thus immediately providing the spectrum
of the connectivity matrix.
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What do we buy from this juggling with numbers ? Inspired by the formal
similarity between Eq. (2.15) and Eq. (3.20), the guess is put forward that the
coefficients cg = c[g] in front of the Ishibashi components of Eq. (3.18) defines
consistent boundary states; that is, they can be verified to give rise to proper open
string channel amplitudes upon modular transformation. As such, they satisfy
Cardy’s condition [11].
Let us point out some salient features of this construction. First, the conju-
gacy classes are known to be in one-to-one correspondence with orbits of closed
string twisted sectors under the orbifold projection. As such, the sums over the
conjugacy classes in Eq. (3.20) should translate accordingly. As ultimately the ex-
tended Cartan matrix is closely related to the massless spectrum of open strings [3],
Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21) are to find some open string equivalent operation. Of course,
the sums cannot be but possibly implementing the orbifold projection. Hence, they
run over projection sectors contributing to the partition function with insertions of
gˆ. In turn, these open string sectors arise from closed string corresponding twist
sectors. As an example, in Eq. (3.20) [e] can be thought of as labelling both the
unprojected open string and the untwisted closed string sectors. In particular, from
Eq. (3.21) where the non-vanishing contribution of [e] shows up, a remarkable in-
terplay between the relative normalizations in front of |0,±〉 and |g 6= e,±〉 has to
be suspected !
To appreciate this fact, one has to work one’s way properly through the closed
string computation in principle. This is straightforward but tedious. Instead, in
order that technical details do not blur the point we wish to make, we suppress
inessential integrals over the closed string modulus l, and global factors. From the
bare essentials the roˆle of the group-theoretical coefficients will be clarified. For
details of the calculation, we refer to Ref. [10], treating the analogous threefold
abelian orbifold case.
With a proper choice of coordinates, the geometric action of any group element
can always be diagonalized, as pointed out in the previous section. Depending on
the type of twisted sector it is then more appropriate to choose one set of oscillators
or the other. As such the treatment of the twisted sectors differs in no respect from
the abelian case, and the corresponding Ishibashi states follow at once from Ref.
[3]. We do not display them for brevity.
These Ishibashi components of a state |I〉〉 yield for the exchange in e.g. the
NS-NS ak-twisted sector (omitting prefactors in full as promised)
NS〈ak,+|ak,+〉NS =
(
θ3(0|2il)
η3(2il)
)2 (
θ3(
kl
2N
|2il)
θ1(
kl
2N
|2il)
)2
; (3.22)
→
(
θ3(0|it)
η3(it)
)2 (
θ3(
k
2N
|it)
θ1(
k
2N
|it)
)2
; (3.23)
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Similarly,
NS〈ak,−|ak,+〉NS =
(
θ4(0|2il)
η3(2il)
)2 (
θ4(
kl
2N
|2il)
θ1(
kl
2N
|2il)
)2
; (3.24)
→
(
θ2(0|it)
η3(it)
)2 (
θ2(
k
2N
|it)
θ1(
k
2N
|it)
)2
; (3.25)
The symbol → denotes the modular transformation l → 1/2t to the open string
channel. From the definition of θ1,2
θ1(
pik
2N
|it) = 2 exp(−pit/4) sin( pik
2N
)
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn)(1− zqn)(1− z¯qn) ;
θ2(
pik
2N
|it) = 2 exp(−pit/4) cos( pik
2N
)
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn)(1 + zqn)(1 + z¯qn) ;
where q, z are defined as in Section 2. A peculiarity of θ1,2 as opposed to their θ3,4
counterparts, is that they come with factors 2 sin piν and 2 cospiν respectively, in
front of the triple infinite products (from the ”oscillators” 3 ).
We are finally in a position to fully display a remarkable interplay of numerical
factors. In, say the closed string exchange between branes 〈〈I| and |J〉〉, the contri-
butions from the NS〈g,±|g,±〉NS, add up according to Eq. (3.18), yielding at the
massless open string level
dI dJ
|IDN |
[
trNS +N 2NS
∑
g 6=e
4 sin2 piqg χ¯
I(g) χJ(g)trNS g
]
; (3.26)
From Section 2, it is clear that the Fock space traces yield combinations of θ3, θ1
and η, upon expansion of which one finds at the massless level
dI dJ
|IDN |
[
8 +N 2NS
∑
g 6=e
χ¯I(g)χJ(g)[ (8− 2d) +
d∑
i=1
(zi + z¯i)]
]
; (3.27)
Tuning N 2NS to 1 is necessary to obtain a consistent open string interpretation, as
in Eq. (2.10). To make it work, 4 sin2 factors from the boundary state precisely
cancel those from the θ1 factors in the denominator of the twisted sector Fock space
traces.
As to the Ramond sector, the situation is similar. Being entirely due to the
NS〈g,±|g,∓〉NS summands in 〈〈I| and |J〉〉, one obtains from Eq. (3.18)
dI dJ
|IDN |
[
trR +N 2NS
∑
g 6=e
4 sin2 piqg χ¯
I(g) χJ(g)trR g
]
; (3.28)
3With abuse of language, because one of the infinite product factors,
∏∞
n=1
(1 − qn), does
not actually correspond to a physical oscillator. Rather, it cancels with a similar factor in the
numerator.
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The value of N 2NS has been set to 1 above; upon expansion of the traces, Eq. (2.11)
is exactly reproduced. Again, the necessary cosine and sine factors, and a factor
cancelling the 4 in the boundary state cg, are provided by the θ-functions.
It is tempting to interpret the boundary state coefficients in combination with
the characters as intersection numbers of the cycles resolving the orbifold space.
With this input from geometry, we find it quite a curious fact that they combine
appropriately with the typically stringy θ functions such as to yield a proper open
string partition function.
Turning things around, it is quite remarkable that it are eigenvalues of the in-
tersection matrix that enter exactly as coefficients of the Ishibashi states. In retro-
spect, however, these features should find their origin in the McKay correspondence
relating Eq. (1.1) with the geometry.
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